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Editorial

In the last decade, for treatment of patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) a myriad of new medications, mostly administered in new inhalation devices were introduced on the market. In addition, All, but one (Roflumilast) of these “new” drugs rely on old and well proven principles of long acting bronchodilatation. Nonetheless, for gaining regulatory approval many randomized controlled trials (RCT’s) were accomplished for long-acting beta2 agonists (LABA’s) and long-acting anticholinergics (LAMA’s) and their fixed combinations, respectively. Inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) as anti-inflammatory therapy are available on the market for a long time, but their indication for COPD is controversial [1,2] and new fixed combinations emerged. Hence even more RCT’s for pharmacological treatment of COPD were recently completed. Therefore, enough high grade evidence from RCT’s should exist for pharmacological treatment of COPD patients.

For efficacy of a treatment for a given indication, RCT’s are generally considered as the gold standard study design. In other words, they have the highest internal validity. On the other hand, the external validity of the above mentioned RCT’s is highly biased by low external validity, i.e. effectiveness of the treatment in a large “real life” population. This is due to several well-known factors. Strict inclusion and exclusion criteria in RCT’s apply to a small minority of real life patients. What adds DACCORD to our knowledge on real life COPD?

What adds DACCORD to our knowledge on real life COPD?

First, DACCORD shows that in contrast to RCT populations enriched with exacerbating patients exacerbations in real life remain infrequent events. In DACCORD only every 4th patient (26.2% in the first year and 23.2% in the second year) reported exacerbations at all. As could have been shown in ECLIPSE, another observational study [6] also in DACCORD the most important predictor for exacerbations is the exacerbation history. While the non-exacerbator phenotype remains stable over the 2 years’ period, the exacerbation frequency for first year exacerbators is varying in the second year. Overall, the...
exacerbation rate is slightly diminishing from 0.390 during the first year to 0.347 during the second year.

Taken together, the first lesson learned from DACCORD, additional treatments like ICS merely targeting prevention of COPD exacerbations is not the focus for roughly 75% of the real-life population. Nonetheless, in real life in Germany much more patients are treated with ICS [7].

The second important point is about disease progression. It was a common held hypothesis, that COPD is an inevitably progressive disease. For the first time the ECLIPSE study [8] identified different phenotypes with and without progression as defined by FEV1 decline. COPD progression as assessed by changes in CAT score in a moderately symptomatic population with CAT mean value around 20 at baseline shows only in 22% (first year) and 29% (two years) a clinically meaningful (i.e. ≥ 4 unit) deterioration. In contrast, approximately 50% of patients experienced unexpectedly a clinically relevant improvement and 38.7% a sustained improvement at each of the yearly assessments.

The third point is about insights on treatment persistence over two years - also a unique feature of non-interventional studies like DACCORD. At inclusion about half of all patients were treated with LAMA monotherapy or ICS/LABA/LAMA triple therapy, respectively. Other treatment classes included LABA monotherapy, LABA+LAMA combination, ICS/LABA fixed combination and a small proportion ICS plus LAMA or phosphodiesterase inhibitors. In two years 71.4% of all patients didn’t change the medication class. The highest variation was in the LABA monotherapy group, where 8.8% of patient had add on therapy, i.e. mostly conversion to LABA/LABA fixed combination. At the time of the two years study several LABA/LAMA fixed dose combinations were launched on the German market.

Finally, analysis of real life population data supported the 2017 change in GOLD COPD assessment, where severity of obstruction was taken out from estimation for exacerbation risk. In DACCORD, 76% of GOLD 2011 group D patients (that equals 24.9% of all patients) where categorized as D according only to low lung function, which is a poor predictor of exacerbations and potentially misleads to recommendation of ICS containing treatments.

In summary, RCT’s alongside with large real-life observational trials like DACCORD complement each other in developing evidence for treatment of COPD. In this large German COPD study new data were collected on real-life exacerbation frequency, symptoms progression, treatment persistence and support for change in 2011 GOLD classification of COPD severity.
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